The dramatic increase in the U.S. Latino population in recent decades has spurred an equally dramatic rise in bilingual survey instruments used by scholars to gauge the political attitudes of this growing ethnic group. A key assumption behind these instruments is that English-language items tap the same political constructs as their Spanish-language analogs. This paper reports evidence which suggests that bilingual survey items may not always be comparable across linguistic groups. Using a variety of public opinion polls, I develop and test a series of multigroup measurement models showing that-net of measurement error-English-and Spanish-language survey items are not functionally equivalent. The paper discusses the implications of these findings for the development of future bilingual surveys, both in the United States and beyond, as well as the use of extant surveys for applied analyses of Latino political attitudes.
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A re survey items equivalent across linguistic groups? Scholars of comparative politics have continuously wrestled with this challenge as they endeavor to measure political attitudes across linguistically varied nations (Ervin and Bower 1952-53; King et al. 2004; Stern 1948 Stern -1949 . Today, this challenge has arisen in a context typically unencumbered by this concern: The United States of America. Sustained immigration flows into the United States have reconfigured the linguistic parameters of this nation. Most conspicuously, the United States has experienced an increase in Latinos, a growing ethnic group comprised of both English speakers and Spanish speakers (U.S. Census Bureau 2007). Scholars of racial and ethnic politics have relied on a deepening repository of survey data to measure Latinos' political attitudes (e.g., de la Garza, Garcia, and Falcon 1992; Nicholson, Pantoja, and Segura 2006; Sanchez 2006; Uhlaner and Garcia 2002) . But since these survey instruments require translation from English into Spanish, it is reasonable to expect discrepancies in their performance. In particular, Englishspeaking Latinos may interpret survey questions differently than Spanish-speaking Latinos, thus raising concerns about the validity of bilingual survey items.
The default approach to ensuring cross-language validity in survey items is the ''double blind'' back translation method: A technique commonly used by researchers sampling English-and Spanish-speaking Latinos (Bobo et al. 1992-94: 232; Brislin 1970) . According to this approach, a survey instrument is first developed by an individual or group of individuals with an English-speaking population in mind. This initial English-based instrument is then translated into Spanish, and then back into English, to ensure that both linguistic renditions arrive at a satisfactory level of equivalence.
2 Since the early The quote is taken from Jacobson, Kumata, and Gullahorn (1960) .
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Not every bilingual survey is developed strictly according to these criteria. Some variants exist. For instance, de la Garza et al. (1989-90) used a focus group approach, whereby the instrument was developed separately in Spanish, and then compared and vetted with respect to the English version by a focus group comprised of six bilingual and college-educated individuals (two Mexicans, two Puerto Ricans, and two Cubans). This approach remains vulnerable to some of the same threats to validity as bilingual survey instruments developed along the more customary criteria. For instance, this approach risks administering survey items to a general population that does not share the characteristics (e.g., bilingual ability, high education) of the focus group participants.
days of survey research, however, analysts have identified several pitfalls in this back translation method. One fundamental challenge is that by definition, language differences violate a strict sense of comparability across items because different words from different languages produce varying stimuli to survey respondents (Jacobson, Kumata, and Gullahorn 1960) . This challenge is compounded by the availability of wide-ranging referents for the same concept in two or more languages, such that a direct translation of questions may fail to convey the intended meaning of the original items (Ervin and Bower 1952-53) . Finally, although translated items may capture translators' comprehension of certain concepts, they may inadequately gauge these constructs as understood by a general population. The design of cross-language survey items is thus fraught with pitfalls. But as with any research endeavor, the development of bilingual survey questions may introduce errors without systematically biasing these items (Andrews 1984; Asher 1974; DeShon 1998) . Insofar as this is true, survey items may tap into the same political concept across different language groups in spite of the ''noise'' that inheres in any one measure. Emerging research suggests, however, that the language-of-interview systematically influences the answers provided by survey respondents, even after controlling for key demographic and political variables (Lee 2001) . These persistent effects strongly suggest the need to further examine the psychometric properties of survey items administered to English-and Spanish-speaking Latinos. Such an inquiry can shed important light, not only on whether linguistic bias exists in these items, but also on the extent to which Latinos from different language backgrounds share similar political attitudes, beliefs, and values.
With these considerations in mind, this paper employs structural equation modeling (SEM) to ascertain the validity of bilingual survey items across English-speaking and Spanish-speaking Latinos (e.g., Byrne, Shavelson, and Muthén 1989; Chan et al. 2007 ; Diaz- Morales et al. 2006; Reise, Widaman, and PughReise, Widaman, and Pugh 1993; Saris and Andrews 1991; Spini 2003) . This analytic approach has two main virtues in the context of bilingual survey data. First, it verifies the assumption that survey items capture the same phenomenon across Englishspeaking and Spanish-speaking Latinos, as is presumed when such items are used to compare these respondents across a given trait. And second, it gauges how well these items capture their intended concept by controlling for measurement error in specific items. Using a variety of data sets commonly used by scholars of Latino public opinion-such as the Latino National Political Survey (1989-90) , the Multi-City Study of Urban Inequality , and the National Survey of Latinos (2004)-I develop a series of multigroup measurement models to assess whether survey items gauge the same constructs in English as they do in Spanish. The investigation reveals that the cross-language validity of the analyzed items is weak. The paper discusses the implications of these findings for the study of language and public opinion in linguistically diverse societies, and it outlines specific steps to minimize this challenge in applied analysis as well as in the development of future bilingual survey items.
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What Do We Know About Item Validity in Bilingual Surveys?
Though bilingual survey instruments have gained currency with the increase in the U.S. Latino population, these types of instruments have a history stretching back decades to the early days of survey research in comparative contexts (e.g., Ervin and Bower 1952-53; Stern 1948-49) . With the advent of public opinion surveys, scholars seized the opportunity to gauge citizens' attitudes in various countries, thus spurring the development of survey instruments into requisite languages (e.g., Almond and Verba 1963) . These early efforts at cross-national survey research generated insight into some of the challenges that arise in the development of bilingual survey items. Today, these challenges jeopardize the validity of survey data on U.S. Latinos. Developing valid survey items is a daunting task involving much trial-and-error. Researchers not only design measures that aim to capture a particular construct (i.e., attitude, belief, or value), they also empirically verify the performance of these items-an exercise which generally leads to a revision and retesting of one's measures (e.g., Chan et al. 2007; Davis and Brown 2002; Feshbach 1991; Kosterman and Feshbach 1989; Paunonen and Sampo 1998 ). Yet meeting this objective in a bilingual context introduces additional burdens to researchers. These burdens can be traced to one source: the need to achieve functional equivalence-that is, the same meaning-across two or more linguistic versions of survey items (Jacobson, Kumata, and Gullahorn 1960) .
This objective is usually accomplished via the back translation method. According to this approach, a small set of individuals translates a survey instrument between two languages in order to ensure functional equivalence between both versions (Brislin 1970) . Several issues typically arise in this method, however, thereby introducing some slippage between the different language versions of an instrument. One such challenge is the difficulty in ensuring that a translated item captures its intended meaning, or as Jacobson, Kumata, and Gullahorn (1960) note, that a balance between literal and functional equivalence is achieved. Although it is straightforward enough to directly translate words from one language into another, the tougher challenge resides in making sure that a translated item communicates its point clearly and precisely. For instance, Bower and Ervin (1952-53, 597) note that in a an instrument translated from English into Korean, a question probing expectations produced responses that could only be explained by the fact that hope was included in the Korean word for expectations. Similarly, Stern (1948-49, 713-14) recounts how in an early multilingual survey of Europe, respondents in one nation overreported their ownership of washing machines because they understood the question as including nonelectric, manually operated devices, even though the question was originally designed to gauge ownership of the electric variety. More recently, in an effort to use Englishbased analogs to develop Chinese-language items measuring depression, Chan et al. (2007) discovered that certain items held different meanings for Chinese subjects, which in turn deteriorated the validity of their measures.
The above challenges are compounded by the varying range of referents available for the same word or concept in a language, as well as the tension between words that contain different affective valences (Erwin and Bower 1952-53) . For instance, what is the most appropriate way to translate the term African American into Spanish in a survey gauging Latino attitudes toward this racial group? The term AfroAmericano is the literal equivalent of African American, yet the suffix -Americano may produce confusion, as some respondents may infer that the term includes blacks in the Americas, rather than just blacks in the United States. The alternative is to use a term that refers to the skin color of African Americans, such as negro, prieto, or moreno. Yet the choice of any of these three is not innocuous, as the first two arguably contain a more negative valence than the last one (for a general overview of some of these terms, see Nobles 2002) . One implication of this difference in word valence is that a measure using one of these terms may tap into something akin to prejudice, while another may merely capture recognition of phenotype. Either way, word choice can shape the inferences one draws through these items.
The translation of survey items also risks generalizing instruments to a population that does not share the same characteristics as the translators of the questionnaire (Ervin and Bower 1952-53) . Whether individual translators or focus groups are utilized to vet bilingual instruments, researchers are creating survey items based on the efforts of a few individuals. 4 Here the risk is one of administering survey items that fail to capture concepts as understood by a general population. For instance, Welch, Comer, and Steinman (1973) discovered that Mexican Americans registered differential responses to political questions by language-of-interview. 5 In a more recent analysis of a national survey of Latinos, Lee (2001) finds that respondents interviewed in Spanish systematically registered different opinions than respondents interviewed in English-a finding which remains robust to controls for key political and demographic variables. These studies suggest survey items may not be equally valid across English speakers and Spanish speakers. Yet by examining differences in single survey items, it is difficult to ascertain whether these differences arise from measurement error in individual items, rather than systematic differences in the translated questions. It is in this regard that the current inquiry endeavors to contribute.
What Don't We Know About Item Validity in Bilingual Surveys?
A review of the literature underlines some hazards associated with the development of bilingual survey items. Yet just because things can go wrong in the design of bilingual survey items does not mean they 4
Compare the back translation method of Bobo et al. (1992-94) with that of de la Garza et al. (1989-90) .
do go wrong. Indeed, in translating survey items, it is plausible that measurement error is introduced without systematic bias (e.g., Andrews 1984; Asher 1974; DeShon 1998) . For instance, English-and Spanishspeaking Latinos may infer the same meaning from survey items despite some slippage between their English and Spanish wording. In this case, the measures would display high validity (i.e., the items gauge their intended construct across languages). Nevertheless, it is also plausible that while survey questions may, prima facie, share a high degree of literal and functional equivalence, in practice the items may fail to elicit uniform meaning across different language groups. These items would be characterized as invalid (i.e., they do not gauge their target construct across languages). By ignoring the validity of bilingual survey items, scholars risk drawing erroneous conclusions about these items and the traits they seek to measure. As Reise, Widaman, and Pugh explain:
''To compare groups of individuals with regard to their level on a trait . . . one must assume that the numerical values under consideration are on the same measurement scale . . . If trait scores are not comparable (i.e., on the same measurement scale) across groups, then differences between groups in mean levels or in the pattern of correlations . . . with external variables are potentially artifactual and may be substantively misleading. '' (1993, 552) Hence, assessing the invariance of survey items across language groups is not merely a methodological concern. It is also one with profound implications about the inferences one draws when employing survey items to make comparisons between groups of respondents, such as English speakers and Spanish speakers. Indeed, when scholars neglect to verify the cross-language equivalence of measures, the default assumption is that such measures are invariant across different language populations, even though such an assumption may be untenable.
Invariance may not hold for several reasons. For instance, translated items may fail to gauge a concept shared by two or more language groups; or, translated items may tap concepts held by only one linguistic segment of a sampled population. In both instances, respondents will provide answers to the questions being asked by researchers. Yet without further empirical verification, it is unclear whether respondents answer these queries because they tap a preexisting attitude or belief (''real attitudes''), or because respondents wish to meet the demands of the survey interview (''nonattitudes''; e.g., Converse 1964; Tourangeau, Rips, and Rasinski 2000; van der Veld and Saris 2004; Zaller 1992 Let us assume we are interested in a hypothetical political attitude, denoted by j. Let us also assume that the researcher has three indicators, or survey questions, to elicit this attitude: x 1, x 2, and x 3. According to SEM, each x, or indicator, gauges attitude j with some degree of error. To the extent that these x's covary, SEM corrects for measurement error in each x while representing attitude j in terms of x 1 -x 3 . Thus, the key assumption behind these models is that the covariance between observed variables, x 1 -x 3 , is explained by an unobserved variable, j. In the example at hand, the researcher never ''truly'' observes attitude j; he or she only observes imperfect manifestations of it, as indicated by items x 1 -x 3 . And so far as these x's covary, one can test whether these x's can be represented as statistical combinations of j.
Though SEM is occasionally used by political scientists, this approach is more commonly applied within psychology, where analysts use it to develop and validate measures. One innovation of SEM is that 6 This is the general case, and it helps to ensure two things: first, that one of these variables is fixed to 1.0 to set the scale of the latent variable; and second, that there will be enough sample variances/covariances to estimate the number of parameters in the model. These conditions are necessary (but not sufficient) to identify a model. For additional background on model identification in an SEM context, see MacCallum (1995) and Kaplan (2000) .
it permits one to test whether a set of indicators is invariant-that is, whether it is functionally equivalent-across groups of theoretical interest (e.g., gender, race). Consequently, SEM has enabled scholars to ascertain, not only whether items tap a given construct, but also the degree to which these items tap the same construct across theoretically important groups (Benet-Martinez and John 1998; Byrne, Shavelson, and Muthén 1989; Diaz-Morales et al. 2006; Paunonen and Sampo 1998; Reise, Widaman, and Pugh 1993; Spini 2003) . In this regard, SEM can inform researchers as to whether items are fully or partially invariant across groups (e.g., Lambert et al. 2003; Perreira et al. 2005 ). Full invariance is met when all items attending a concept measure that concept to the same degree across two or more groups. Partial invariance is achieved if some, but not all, items attending a construct measure that construct to the same degree across two or more groups. Though full invariance is the ideal researchers strive for, only partial invariance is needed to compare groups across a given item (Byrne, Shavelson, and Muthén 1989) .
In the ideal research world, SEM is an exercise in which strong theory goes hand-in-hand with rich data. By taking this inherently confirmatory approach, researchers are in a position to verify their expectations regarding whether and how far certain items tap a set of traits (Hoyle 1995; Kaplan 2000, 41-52; Kim and Mueller 1978; Kline 2005, 165-206; Saris and Andrews 1991) . Many times, however, researchers face a situation where theoretical priors about a set of measures lag behind the availability of data. In these instances, SEM is an exploratory, largely data-driven exercise where the data guides the researcher's decision about which measures tap an attitude or set of attitudes (Hoyle 1995, 2-3; Kaplan 2000, 41-52; Kim and Mueller 1978; Kline 2005, 165-206) . Within political science, SEM is an endeavor that falls within these two opposite poles. Many times, political scientists have evolving theories about a particular concept, but the data available to test these theories consist of secondary measures designed by other scholars for their own specific ends. Hence, the typical case is one in which researchers use items from extant surveys (e.g., General Social Survey) to test theories about phenomena they are interested in (e.g., Davis and Brown 2002; de Figueiredo and Elkins 2003; Huddy and Khatib 2007; Hurwitz and Peffley 1987). 7 I take this third approach in the pending analysis, since it reflects a common situation faced by political scientists. The tradeoff to this approach is that the forthcoming inquiry can only be as good as the availability of data. And, the data we currently have has two limitations that should be noted upfront. First, extant bilingual surveys do not encompass a wide universe of concepts. As in any survey, researchers only ask questions related to particular traits. Ultimately, the number of items addressing these constructs is jointly determined by financial and time constraints: researchers can only ask the number of questions they can afford, without fatiguing respondents. The result is that only a few attitudes are measured with multiple items in any one survey. Moreover, the number and type of bilingual items addressing a particular concept are limited to oneshot surveys, since questions are fielded based on the salience of a construct at the time of a survey. The inferences drawn from the forthcoming analysis will therefore speak less about specific attitudes and beliefs, and more about the general degree of validity in bilingual survey items.
Hypotheses and Data
For each concept examined below, the null hypothesis is that bilingual survey items are equivalent across English-and Spanish-speaking Latinos (H0). This is treated as the null because this assumption is made when survey respondents are pooled across these items in applied work. The logic behind (H0) is that to compare these language groups on a trait-say, American identity-one must assume that both groups are on the same scale. In other words, though two groups differ by language, the statistical relationship between a trait and its indicators is presumed to be equivalent across both groups, chance variations aside.
Two hypotheses are tested against this null. The first hypothesis, (H1), anticipates that net of measurement error, the specified items fail to collectively measure the same construct across English-speaking and Spanish-speaking Latinos. In other words, this hypothesis expects that linguistic differences between items compromise their cross-language validity. The second hypothesis (H2) builds on the first by assessing the extent to which the cross-language validity of items is compromised by some, rather than all, indicators in the measurement models. These hypotheses are assessed on five constructs: (1) American identity; (2) black stereotypes; (3) spending preferences; (4) immigration preferences; and (5) perceptions of discrimination. Two considerations drove selection of these concepts. First, each had to be gauged by enough items to identify and estimate a measurement model. Second, each has been or can be used to analyze Latino public opinion. This means the data must test a construct that arises from a body of literature which has or can be extended to Latino public opinion. This ensures a body of theoretical work to guide our expectations about a concept. In the interest of space, I use footnotes to refer readers to pertinent literature on each construct. These references are meant to be exemplary and suggestive, but by no means exhaustive.
The first construct I examine is American identity, as measured in the Pew National Survey of Latinos (2004) . 8 The items for this analysis consist of four ''agree-disagree'' questions about specific traits that an immigrant must hold in order to be considered part of American society: (1) formal citizenship; (2) belief in the U.S. Constitution; (3) inclination to vote; and (4) ability to speak English. This model thus assesses whether and to what degree these four items gauge notions of American identity across English-and Spanish-speaking Latinos.
The second construct I examine is black stereotypes. 9 Here I test the validity of seven (7) items gauging belief in stereotypical traits about blacks, as found in the Multi-City Study of Urban Inequality . These traits are blacks: (1) as unintelligent; (2) as poor; (3) as welfare-dependent; (4) as hard to get along with; (5) as poor English speakers; (6) as involved with drugs and gangs; and (7) as discriminatory toward others.
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The third concept I consider is spending preferences. This analysis assesses whether traditional notions of ideology bind spending preferences across issue domains, such that greater liberalism leads to increased support for spending across issues.
11 Thus, I estimate a model of Latino spending preferences using 10 categorical items from the Latino National Political Survey (1989-90) . These items correspond to 10 domains: (1) the environment; (2) public education; (3) welfare; (4) health; (5) science; (6) children's services; (7) refugees; (8) defense; (9) crime; and (10) blacks. Respondents were invited to register a preference to decrease spending in each program, leave spending in each program the same, or increase spending in each program.
Next, I consider the degree to which various items tap a general preference for immigration.
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This model employs data from the Kaiser/Pew Latino Survey (2002). Using two trichotomous and two dichotomous items that address immigration, I test whether they are invariant across English-and Spanishspeaking Latinos. The trichotomous items gauge preferences toward (1) the overall level of immigration, and (2) legal immigration from Latin America. Respondents registered support for less, the same amount, or more immigration. The dichotomous items gauged preferences for (3) amnesty for illegal immigrants, and (4) a guest worker program. Here 8 For historical background on various conceptualizations of American identity, see Higham (1955) ; Jacobson (1998); and King (2000) . For insight on the empirical measurement of American identity (and its variant manifestations) as well as its implications for political behavior, see Kosterman and Feshbach (1989) ; Citrin, Reingold, and Green (1990) ; Citrin, Wong, and Duff (2001); de Figueiredo and Elkins (2003) ; and Huddy and Khatib (2007) . For background on the relationship between Latinos and some of the components of American identity, see de la Garza, Falcon, and Garcia (1996) ; Hood, Morris, and Shirkey (1997); and Citrin et al. (2007). respondents indicated support or opposition to each item. 13 Finally, I consider perceptions of discrimination. This model assesses whether personal views of discrimination are functionally equivalent across Englishspeaking and Spanish-speaking Latinos by using seven items from the Latino National Politics Survey .
14 The items tap perceptions of discrimination toward: African Americans, Mexicans, Cubans, Puerto Ricans, Women, and Jews. Respondents registered whether each group experiences ''no discrimination,'' ''a little discrimination,'' ''some discrimination,'' or ''a lot of discrimination''.
Model and Patterns of Evidence
The general model for the pending analyses is such that each indicator x m , where m 5 1, . . .. n, is configured as a function of the unobserved political construct, j, plus a random error term. This relationship is represented in the following form,
where l m is the estimate of the regression of x m on j.
Since each construct is attended by four or more observed indicators, the above model is distilled into the following matrix form,
where X is a (n 3 1) column vector of scores of respondent i on n survey indicator, L is a matrix of loadings of the n indicator on j, and d is the matrix of measurement residuals.
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Hypothesis testing for each concept adheres to the following sequence. First, one must estimate a well-fitting baseline model for both language groups. Consider American identity. Here the baseline model places no restrictions on the loadings and thresholds of the items tapping this trait. This means the relationship between each item and American identity is freely estimated across both language groups. The objective here is to produce a model with excellent fit. At minimum, this entails a model where the item loadings are positive and statistically significant. 16 Moreover, it involves assessing a model's fit through conventional indices, in this case: CFI (Comparative Fit Index), TLI (Tucker-Lewis Index), and RMSEA (Root Mean Square Error of Approximation). Models with a CFI and TLI value above .90, and an RMSEA value below .10, will be deemed as having a good fit.
17 A wellfitting model will then serve to evaluate subsequent models, which test our hypotheses by fixing to equality the loadings and thresholds of the individual items across both language groups.
Once a well-fitting baseline model is obtained, the attendant items are fixed to equality across Englishspeaking and Spanish-speaking Latinos. Evidence against the null of full invariance will consist of a statistically significant change in the chi-square (x 2 ) of the resulting model. Or, to put it differently, one will reject this null hypothesis if these equality constraints across both language groups lead to a statistically significant change in chi-square. The test for partial invariance is a slight modification of the test above. Rather than fixing all items to equality across both language groups, one freely estimates one item while constraining the rest to equality. And inasmuch as 13 It is plausible that preferences for immigration depend on whether the policies target illegal or legal immigration. But alas, there were insufficient items tapping both varieties of policy to estimate a two-factor model to address this possibility. Future research should investigate this as richer data become available.
14 Perceptions of discrimination shape group-based identities among racial minorities, as evidenced by research on AfricanAmerican political behavior (e.g., Dawson 1994; Shingles 1981; Tate 1994) . Following this lead, Latino politics scholars have discovered that perceptions of discrimination are consequential for Latino political behavior (e.g., de la Garza, Garcia, and Falcon 1992; Garcia 2003; Masuoka 2006; Sanchez 2006; Uhlaner and Garcia 2002) . 15 In the general case, equation (1) is estimated using a sample covariance matrix based on normally distributed variables. Given the categorical nature of our observed indicators, the data at hand is inherently nonnormal. This requires two modifications: the inclusion of a threshold model and the use of polychoric correlations as input. These features and their relationship to the general model are explained in further detail in the online Appendix D. 16 Items are deemed statistically significant at the 5% level or better. In most cases, statistically insignificant items are dropped from further analysis if their omission improves the fit of the baseline model. This is because the invariance tests that follow are premised on a series of nested models: one where the parameters for the indicators are freely estimated across both groups, and the other where these parameters are fixed to equality across both groups. It is therefore imperative that the unrestricted model achieves as good a fit as possible, since the restricted model will be evaluated against it. Simply put, it is pointless to compare two nested models if the initial one is of dubious fit. 17 These thresholds follow those generally recommended by structural equation modelers (Browne and Cudeck 1993; Kline 2005, 133-45) . SEM practitioners suggest assessing model fit through more than one fit index, since any one index gauges particular aspects of model fit. For instance, CFI and TLI are both incremental indices, such that they compare the fit of a researcher's model to a baseline model where zero covariances are assumed. In some cases, then, researchers may obtain a well-fitting model that is not necessarily parsimonious. In contrast, RMSEA is a parsimony-adjusted index that favors simpler models. RMSEA reflects the degree to which a researcher's model fits the population covariance matrix, while taking the degrees of freedom and sample size into account.
these single tests yield a statistically significant change in chi-square, one has evidence that the freely estimated indicator is not invariant across both groups.
All models are estimated in MplusÒ using robust WLS with polychoric correlations.
18 Given the discrete nature of the data being used, this procedure avoids violating the assumption of multivariate normality. Throughout, I report the unstandardized coefficients along with their standard errors as a way for the reader to gauge the statistical reliability of the estimates.
Results
I begin by examining the results for American identity. This concept is measured using four binary items which gauge respondent agreement with whether an immigrant must hold each of the following traits in order to be part of American society: (1) be a U.S. citizen; (2) speak English; 3) believe in the Constitution; and (4) vote in U.S. elections. To that end, I estimated a baseline model where all four of these indicators are freely estimated.
Looking at Table 1 , two things stand out. First, the baseline model displays excellent fit, as noted by our CFI, TLI, and RMSEA, which surpass the benchmarks set out earlier. Moreover, the loadings for each item are statistically significant at the 5% level or better. Given the excellent fit of this baseline model, I fix to equality the loadings and thresholds of all four items across both language groups. These constraints produce a statistically significant change in chisquare, thus allowing one to reject the null hypothesis of full invariance. In other words, fixing these parameters to equality across both language groups of Latinos results in a poorer model fit than when the same parameters are freely estimated, which suggests that these items are not equivalent across linguistic groups. I then test for partial invariance by freely estimating the loadings and thresholds of each indicator while fixing the rest to equality. This set of tests reveals that only one item, votes in elections, is invariant across both groups, as evidenced by the statistically insignificant change in chi-square. Hence, Robust WLS (Weighted Least Squares) is the estimator recommended by modelers when data are nonnormal and categorical, as is the case in the analysis at hand (see Finney and DiStefano 2006) . In using this estimator, a corrected chi-square difference test is employed. This corrected statistic is needed since the difference in chi-square values between two nested models is not distributed as a chi-square when using robust WLS. Thus, the quantity of interest in testing the invariance of items is not the exact difference between the chi-squares of the nested models (which is adjusted), but rather, whether the more restrictive of the nested models yields a deterioration in model fit, as captured by statistically significant change in the corrected chi-square.
with the exception of this single item, these survey questions are not comparable across English-and Spanish-speaking Latinos.
Next, I turn to the findings for black stereotypes. I begin by examining the results from an initial baseline model for this construct. Judging by the fit statistics, this initial baseline model achieves a poor level of fit, as both the TLI and CFI statistic fall well below the .90 target (.71 and .75, respectively). Further inspection reveals that three of the items-poor, speaks poor English, and discriminatory toward others-are statistically insignificant: a pattern which comports with the fit indices for this model. I therefore estimated a second baseline model without these three items. Looking at the fit indices for this follow-up exercise, one sees that though some of the fit indices improve incrementally, they generally fail to reach the targets set earlier. 19 Moreover, additional items-such as involved with drugs & gangs and prefers welfareyield statistically insignificant estimates. Thus, while no formal invariance tests were possible with this data, the two attempts at a baseline model suggest that the items are laden with measurement error, to the point that they fail to systematically tap the trait at hand.
For spending preferences, I again started with a basic model where all items are assumed to measure the same construct. As Table 3 notes, our fit statistics indicate an excellent fit for this initial model. Yet inspection of the loadings indicates that the item defense spending is statistically insignificant among English speakers. I thus estimated a new baseline model without this item. Having done this, the model fit improves incrementally: each fit statistic surpasses the anticipated benchmarks, while the remaining nine items retain statistical significance.
Based on this last model, I constrained to equality the loadings and thresholds for all of the indicators across both language groups, which yielded a statistically significant change in chi-square. This indicates the parameter constraints deteriorate the model's fit, thereby reducing one's confidence about the linguistic equivalence of these items. I then freely estimated each indicator on a one-by-one basis, while constraining the remaining ones to equality. And in each instance, this test yielded a statistically significant change in chi-square. This evidence thus suggests that collectively and in isolation, these items are not linguistically equivalent.
To gauge immigration preferences, I assessed how well four items tapped this concept among Latinos of different language backgrounds. I began by fitting a baseline model where all four items are presumed to measure this construct. This model achieved an excellent fit, as evidenced by the fit statistics in Table 4 (TLI and CFI . .90; RMSEA , .05). However, the item guest worker yields a statistically insignificant estimate for English and Spanish speakers. Given the indications of a well-fitting model in spite of this one insignificant estimate, I proceeded to run tests for full and partial invariance.
If one constrains to equality the loadings and thresholds across both language groups, a statistically significant change in chi-square is yielded. If one freely estimates the loading and thresholds for each indicator, while fixing the rest of these parameters to equality, a similar pattern emerges: a statistically significant change in chi-square. Thus, either collectively or in isolation, these items do not appear to be statistically equivalent across language groups. 20 Finally, when we turn to perceptions of discrimination, the initial baseline model generally displays indications of a good fit. As seen in Table 5 , the CFI and TLI for this baseline model meet or exceed the .90 standard set out. Moreover, the RMSEA for this model falls at .10, and the parameter estimates for each of the items are statistically significant at the 5% level.
Given these model characteristics, I test for full and partial invariance, respectively. The results in Table 5 suggest that invariance does not characterize these items, since imposing equality constraints on the items results in a statistically significant chisquare change. Thus, collectively these indicators are not gauging the same trait across both Englishand Spanish-speaking Latinos. I then tested for partial invariance by freely estimating each indicator while fixing the rest to equality across both language groups. And as Table 5 reveals, each of these tests yields a statistically significant increase in chi-square. Taken together, this evidence suggests that these items are not interchangeable across English-and Spanish-speaking Latinos. 19 One may reasonably contend that the fit indices of these alternative unrestricted models are not strictly comparable, since dropping statistically insignificant indicators produces models based on slightly different covariance-variance matrices. Yet I consider this a more conservative strategy than comparing two nested models when the unrestricted model is of dubious fit. Indeed, in establishing an unrestricted model with reasonably good fit, one is making it more difficult to reject this model through subsequent invariance testing, which place equality constraints on the key parameters of interest. 20 It is plausible that these results arise from one item's (guest worker) lack of statistical significance. One strategy is to fix this item's loading to zero across both language groups and then rerun the analysis. Doing so leads to the same substantive result: a lack of invariance across the remaining items. These results can be found in online Appendix B.
The Consequences of Lacking Linguistic Invariance
The lack of linguistic invariance suggests bias in the measurement of political attitudes across Englishand Spanish-speaking Latinos. But what is the direction and magnitude of this bias? To answer this, I calculated the average proportions of English speakers and Spanish speakers classified into key response categories by the attendant items. Consider the trait American identity, where agreement with its attendant indicators is theorized to reveal a belief in this concept. Here I took the average proportion of each language group indicating agreement across all four items gauging this concept. I then assessed the degree of difference in these proportions and interpreted this quantity as one sign of the magnitude and direction of the bias.
This approach yielded statistically significant differences between both language groups across those traits where linguistic invariance was not met. And as Table 6 below reveals, the magnitude of bias ranges anywhere from 6% to 10%, according to this approach.
One further sees that the direction of bias is inconsistent: Sometimes English speakers are classified as displaying higher levels of a trait, while other times, Spanish speakers play this role. All of this is to say that the bias induced by the lack of linguistic invariance is not negligible, especially since the group affected by the bias changes on a construct-by-construct basis.
What about Class and Cognitive
Sophistication?
To this point, the evidence has generally suggested that the survey items under investigation are not invariant across language. Yet these results can be plausibly explained, not by differences in language, but by differences in income and education. 21 In other words, the observed lack of linguistic invariance stems from class differences (as indexed by income) and/or differences in cognitive sophistication (as indexed by education). But so far as income and education, rather than language, are responsible for the lack of item equivalence in these survey items, what general pattern in the data should we expect to unearth? I propose that the clearest evidence would be the following: once one accounts for differences in income and education, the items should reach Notes: For all equations, N 5 2,636. All parameter estimates and changes in chi-square are all significant at the 1% level, unless otherwise indicated by †. Standard errors are in parentheses. All data are weighted. First item loading in each model is fixed to 1.00 for identification.
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I thank one of the anonymous reviewers for suggesting this explanation, as well as a strong empirical test of it.
full invariance across English speakers and Spanish speakers.
I thus classified respondents for each construct into high and low categories of education and income by using a median split. This strategy yielded four (4) subsamples of respondents for each concept: (1) lowincome respondents; (2) high-income respondents; (3) low-education respondents; and (4) high-education respondents. Within each of these subsamples, the linguistic invariance of items was tested for American identity; perceptions of discrimination; and spending preferences, thereby yielding 12 tests of the alternate explanation at hand.
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Recall the pattern we expect to uncover via these tests: the items attending each trait should reach invariance across language when we hold constant income and education differences. Yet the results from the 12 invariance tests, reported below in Table 7, generally contradict this expectation. In 9 of the 12 tests, holding income or education constant did not produce linguistically invariant items.
Of the three tests that yielded linguistically invariant items, the results were produced only when levels of education were held constant. And of these three, two were yielded among low-education respondents, and one among high-education respondents. The predominant pattern, therefore, is one where the lack of linguistic invariance persists, even after considering these plausible alternative influences. While not completely ruling out these alternate explanations, the evidence does increase one's confidence that language is not a spurious explanation for the lack of invariance displayed by these items.
What Have We Learned? Discussion and Recommendations
Researchers generally presume that bilingual survey items are comparable across language groups. The preceding analyses, however, revealed no consistent Notes: For all equations, N 5 2,923. All parameter estimates and changes in chi-square are all significant at the 1% level, unless otherwise indicated by †. Standard errors are in parentheses. All data are weighted. First item loading in each model is fixed to 1.00 for identification.
22 One construct-immigration preferences-was not amenable to further analysis. The transformation of the data into the requisite subsamples described above yielded relatively low proportions of responses in some item categories, such that the ability of any subsequent model to converge was hindered. Note: For all equations, N 5 2,642. All parameter estimates and changes in chi-square are all significant at the 1% level, unless otherwise indicated by †. Standard errors are in parentheses. All data are weighted. First item loading in each model is fixed to 1.00 for identification.
lost in translation? item validity in bilingual political surveys pattern to this effect. Out of five separate analyses on constructs from four different surveys, the null of invariance across English-speaking and Spanishspeaking Latinos was rejected in four instances. The exceptions to this pattern were the items gauging black stereotypes. Here the statistical unreliability of these estimates was such that it hindered the estimation of a baseline model that could subsequently be tested in a multigroup framework-an indication that the items are inherently laden with error, and perhaps capturing ''nonattitudes'' (e.g., Converse 1964) . Moreover, when examining each concept on an item by item basis, it was discovered that only a single item was invariant across language groups-votes in U.S. elections, in the American identity analysis. What, then, can we learn from these findings? I believe the lessons and implications of these findings can be distilled into two varieties, those dealing with applied analyses using extant data, the other touching on the development of future bilingual items. Taken as a whole, this investigation reveals that insofar as our tests and constructs are concerned, item validity is weak in U.S. bilingual political surveys. In this regard, this research extends the research of Lee (2001) and others (e.g., Welch, Comer, and Steinman 1973) by yielding evidence which suggests that language differences in survey responses exist independent of measurement error and across multiple surveys of Latinos. Indeed, these language differences generally persisted even after holding constant levels of income and education, respectively. These latter findings increase our confidence that the observed language differences are not spurious, while emphasizing that different language groups may sometimes not uniformly share political traits.
Nevertheless, the evidence in this paper does not mean that extant data cannot continue to facilitate research on Latino public opinion. It does mean, however, that a key assumption in current research designs may sometimes be untenable. When pooling observations across language, researchers presume that respondents are all on the same scale of a given attitude. Yet this is an assumption which can be empirically verified. And if the assumption does not fit, one strategy around this quandary is to disaggregate one's analyses by language, rather than pooling observations across language. This ensures that extant bilingual data can be marshaled toward new analyses without violating the critical assumption of items' linguistic invariance. Still, the above recommendation speaks only to what researchers can do to work with available bilingual survey data. It does nothing to address the more important question of what scholars can do in the future in light of the findings of this analysis. One important step in this regard is to more thoroughly validate survey items prior to administration. It is not that current methods (i.e., back translation) are incorrect, so much as they are incomplete. One of the virtues of using standard back-translation methods is that they are a cost-effective way to design survey items. But the additional steps needed to enhance the validity of bilingual survey items need not add excessively to the already exorbitant cost of bilingual surveys. For instance, scholars can test translated items on local samples of convenience that are matched on characteristics deemed important (e.g., language, education, etc.). To optimize the rigor of these tests, scholars can embed simple wording experiments to assess whether certain word choices in translated items lead to statistically significant changes in responses (McDermott 2002; Shadish, Cook, and Campbell 2002) . Scholars might also develop future bilingual survey items using techniques which assess and correct for the incomparability of response categories (e.g., King et al. 2004 ). In short, researchers have at their disposal an array of tools to complement their back-translation efforts. Though it is easy to interpret the findings in this study as a rebuke on bilingual survey instruments, the evidence is actually a sign of promise for survey researchers in general, and scholars of Latino public opinion in particular. That these bilingual survey items did not perform up to expectations suggests the immediate need for greater theorizing about concepts and the items used to measure them. The fact that the items in this paper failed to achieve invariance across language groups means just that: that these items are not invariant. This evidence, though, should not be construed as implying that these traits do not exist in our population of interest. It only implies that the items at hand did not uniformly capture their target constructs.
For scholars of Latino public opinion, then, the challenge ahead of us is to develop stronger theories regarding the concepts we employ in our research designs. By necessity, this entails new research that yields a more nuanced understanding about what type of concepts are important to which Latinos, what the structure of these constructs is, what type of items best gauge these phenomena, and whether and why these indicators (should) extend across Englishand Spanish-speaking Latinos. Such efforts do not have to await the arrival of new omnibus Latino surveys. The intellectual creativity of scholars, combined with a mix of methods (e.g., focus groups and experimental designs) can be harnessed to provide deeper insight into the structure and measurement of Latino public opinion. Consider the items tapping American identity. Scholars can build on the current findings by designing and administering a richer battery of items that tap into related yet distinct notions of national identity, such as nationalism and patriotism. This exercise would inject greater nuance into our understanding about the manifestations of national attachments among Latinos and produce a deeper understanding of the structure of these distinct attachments across this linguistically varied group.
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Of course, inasmuch as the findings of this paper may advance our understanding of bilingual survey data, the evidence still rests on a specific research design-in this case, one that was preoccupied with the role of measurement error in bilingual survey items. Thus, additional analyses using different techniques would be a welcome and useful step to refine our understanding about the intersection between language and survey response. For instance, in addition to the role of measurement error, scholars might be concerned with the discriminating power of individual survey items. That is, even if survey items are tapping the same construct, are these items yielding the same statistical information across language groups (Lambert et al. 2003) ? To that end, future work may employ Item Response Theory (IRT) on bilingual data to ascertain the extent to which items provide similar information across English-speaking and Spanish-speaking Latinos (e.g., Treier and Jackman 2008) . 24 Research along these lines would deepen our understanding about the psychometric properties of bilingual survey data.
Future research should also shed further light on the degree to which the lack of invariance stems from self-selection processes that generally affect all survey data. 25 This paper discovered that once respondents choose to complete surveys in one language over the other, we observe a lack of invariance in some survey items. Future research can deepen our knowledge here by exercising stronger control over the choice of language-of-interview. In particular, one can imagine conducting an experiment among individuals who are equally comfortable in their ability to speak English and Spanish, and then randomly assigning them to complete a battery of survey items in one language or the other. If the absence of linguistic invariance persists, one would have additional evidence tracing this pattern to the quality of translated survey items. This is the approach I am pursuing in related work on Latinos in the United States (Pérez 2009 ). Yet its application has relevance in linguistically diverse regions outside of the United States (e.g., Africa, Western Europe), where language may affect the nature and quality of the survey response.
Finally, though the focus of this study was the United States, the implications of this analysis are of import to survey research conducted in comparative settings, where more intricate matrices of language groups and nations magnify the main issue raised herein. Indeed, in one way, my focus on one language minority (Latinos) within one nation (United States) is a conservative estimate of a key challenge that affects survey research in linguistically diverse areas. In regions such as Africa and Latin America, scholars may uncover more complexity as they examine how language affects survey data within single nations and across nations sharing variants of a common language. The higher-order magnitude of linguistic diversity in these regions lends itself to analyses that can explore the role of contextual effects on the linguistic validity of survey data, since language minorities are often nested within nations, which are further embedded in regional blocs. In this way, scholars may, for instance, examine the extent to which political ideologies (e.g., populism) have uniform meanings across language groups within nations. The need for scholars to create a tighter interface between the political realities they purport to measure with surveys, and the linguistic parameters of their target populations, is plain to see. And it will only grow more pressing, as regions throughout the world (e.g., North America, Western Europe) experience a reconfiguration of their linguistic landscapes by familiar forces, such as immigration.
In sum, these findings underscore the importance of diagnosing and enhancing the validity of survey items administered to linguistically diverse populations, such as the United States. As the linguistic parameters of different societies continue to expand, greater attention to the quality of survey data should help us take better stock of how much we know about the attitudes and behavior of linguistic minorities, where we have fallen short, and what directions we can take to enhance our collective understanding of these communities. The intention of this paper has been to contribute to this evolving enterprise.
